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Note: The question paper is divided into three sections A, B and C. 
Write answers as per given instructions.

 Section - A 10 × 2 = 20
 (Very Short Answer Questions)
Note: Answer all questions. As per the nature of the question 

delimit your answer in one word, one sentence or 
maximum upto 30 words. Each question carries 2 marks.

1. i. Full form of N I C
 ii. Private key
 iii. Hackers
 iv. Digital signature
 v. E - Governance in India
 vi. What is cyber terrorism?
 vii. The basic principle of data discrimination is ...........
 viii.  .......... of the IT Act 2000 is related to legal recognition of 

electronic records.
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 ix. India adopted the New IT Rules in the year ............
 x. Full form of C D Q M

 Section - B 4 × 10 = 40
 (Short Answer Questions)
Note: Answer any four questions. Each answer should not 

exceed 200 words. Each question carries 10 marks.
2. What is online risks? Also discuss online privacy.
3.  What is electronic documents? Discuss evidencial value of 

electronic document.
4. What are the guidelines for cyber security cafe in India?
5.  Discuss in brief about international connection relating to 

cyber terrorism and human right.
6. Discuss cyber terrorism under Indian Penal Code 1860.
7. What do you understand by identity theft?
8. What do you understand by Data Leakage Protection. (DLP)?
9. Discuss the issues related to Net Neutrality.

 Section - C 2 × 20 = 40
 (Long Answer Questions)
Note: Answer any two questions. You have to delimit your each 

answer maximum upto 500 words. Each question carries 
20 marks.

10.  Discuss any case of cyber terrorism providing in your PGDCL 
syllabus.

11.  Who are main internet service providers in India? What are 
the promising for regulation of service providers in India?

12. Discuss about main offences relating to cyber space.
13.  What is the meaning and scope of Net-Neutrality? Discuss 

the various arguments against Net-Neutrality.


